
Awakening Our Hearts and Minds With and By Compassion

Last week I began by saying that instead of simply going out on a limb in my 
teaching I was going to go out to a leaf on that limb and, indeed, even to the edge 
of the leaf. That was hyperbole. What I was speaking to was my effort to and 
excitement about continually updating my teachings in light of the new 
information we have coming to us from the worlds of science - physics, 
cosmology, astrophysics, quantum mechanics and things like that.

So I invited you to fill out cards with your questions and comments and you 
generously did so. I want to thank you for the generosity of your comments.

Your questions were thoughtful and reflected a desire to go forward in the direction 
we’ve been headed.

I know that some of what you hear in here may be challenging to things you have 
been taught by the church or about religion in the past but I believe the central 
purpose of our lives, after we have met the survival issues, is that of growth in all 
arenas - especially in growing in becoming centers of freedom and love.

Holly Hudley carefully went over all of the cards and categorized them. Then, we 
met for nearly three hours going over them. Now I have read them - each and every 
one of them. Then Holly and I collaborated in putting together a summary response 
to them.

Today Holly and I are going to respond in a very broad way to the major categories 
the questions fell into. Going forward I will continue to be guided by your 
questions and comments. And, I/we continue to seek your feedback in this way.

The categories are, broadly, these: God, politics, spiritual practice and “the 
problem of suffering.” There were other things mentioned but these are the broad 
areas. We weren’t able to categorize the comments.

Today Holly and I will teach in tandem and will dialogue. If we have time for 
Q&A, we will do that. Otherwise, feel free to use the index cards.



We are calling this time today “Awakening Our Hearts and Minds With and By 
Compassion.”

We thought it wold be fitting to begin with something “non-verbal.”

(Show therapy horse video here. There is a link in the summary remarks.)

When Holly and I dialogued in here right before Christmas, she said that she 
thought we needed a new and broader language to talk about “God” and related 
matters.

Over the Christmas holidays, she came up with a new word for God.

HOLLY ON GOD:

I experienced a kind of miracle over the holidays that genuinely blew me away. 
I’m aware this story could have gone exactly the opposite as it did, that it might not 
have gone my way at all, but it fits right into thinking about our human experience 
being entangled with the laws that govern our universe. 

I’ve also been thinking about how we need a bigger, more imaginative picture of 
God because the traditional narrative most of us are familiar with seems too small.

It’s Thursday, December 27 - 5 days into a government shutdown at 2 in the 
afternoon:

My family of 5 was traveling to Costa Rica, and apparently my last name was 
spelled wrong on my renewed passport. The counter clerk says I cannot fly, there’s 
nothing she can do for me despite my pleading, and my best course of action is to 
go to the downtown passport agency first thing in the morning to see if there’s 
anything they can do. My youngest holds onto my leg crying, “Mommy you have 
to go with us!” The rest of our group is between patting my back, googling 
passport agencies, and looking up loopholes in travel policies. The passport agency 
downtown closes at 3. By now it’s 2:20. I’m letting a string of the choicest swear 
words fly. Many small children learned something from me that afternoon, and it 
was not how to pray. Our group goes on, checks in, I wave goodbye and decide to 



sprint to terminal E to catch an Uber to the Passport Agency. A Toyota Camry will 
arrive in 6 minutes. I hop in the back of CARLOS from Venezuela’s car, freaking 
out in English. He’s kind of nodding and smiling at me through the rear view 
mirror. I clue in and ask, “Do you speak English?”

He makes this sign with his fingers indicating “a little bit.”

“Español? Bueno. Ok. Adelante muy rápido, Carlos. A la oficina de pasaportes. Por 
favor. Rápido y cuidamente.”

Thank God I speak Spanish.

It’s 2:29. He guns it and swerves elegantly between cars and trucks on the freeway 
and pulls up to the Mickey Leland Building at 2:59. “I wait you here,” he says.

I sprint in & SHEILA, the young woman who lives with us, appears. Somehow 
she’s permitted to take my backpack through security and I fly up to the 4th floor.

This is one of those days where my feet aren’t touching the ground.

Four security officers allow me in, and I say to the windows: “Who feels like being 
a superhero today? I want to see if I can get a new passport within 24 hours.” One 
woman kind of smirks, another man closes the blind on his window, but a third 
man sneaks into the first window, waves, and says, “I got you. Down here.” His 
name is Dwayne. I only know because I asked him and would later want to kiss 
him through the glass but can’t because they don’t let you do that in federal 
agencies.

DWAYNE - works some kind of magic with my passport, fills out a couple forms, 
sends me downstairs to get a new photo and promises to wait for me.

Dwayne’s colleague ROBERT comes down just after I’ve been handed my new 
photo and says, “Hey you don’t need the photo after all. Dwayne’s got something, 
but we can use this. Come on up.” Robert ushers me through the now 6 guards 
flanking the door who are very stern faced and not letting anyone in. He only says, 
“She’s with me,” and they part to let me through. Robert guides me to Dwayne; 



Dwayne snips my photo, says literally nothing but manages a beautiful smile and 
quiet laugh, attaches it to some pink form, points to where I should sit and passes 
my LE passport, my new photo, and a pink slip down to window 12.

MARQUITA. I sit with Sheila, texting Josh who is on the runway, that it seems 
like I might get a rushed passport within 48 hours, that maybe I’ll be able to join 
them by Sunday at best, but likely Monday.

After 20 minutes, Marquita calls my name: HOLLY HUDLEY. I leap over to her 
window, and she says, “Okay Baby. Check this over and make sure everything’s 
correct.” She hands me a brand new passport with my brand new harried and pale 
photo with my name spelled correctly, and I want to kiss her too. I even put my 
hands and face against the glass to simulate a gesture of affection. She just 
laughed. She might as well have handed me the holy grail. Get this: it’s 3:40. It 
took a government agency in the midst of a shutdown 40 minutes to issue me a 
brand new passport.

I text Josh one last time as they’re taxiing: “OMG. Dwayne at the passport office 
hooked me up! I’m looking for flights, not seeing any until tomorrow evening, 
looks like I’ll see you by Saturday Midday.”

After checking several airline apps and finding nothing that will get me there by 
the next day, I decide to call Southwest Airlines direct. On the 3rd ring I get an 
actual person. Like a real voice with a name: JENNIFER.

I say, “Jennifer, is there anyway you can get me on a flight to San Jose, Costa Rica 
in the next 24 hours so I can join my family?”

It’s 3:49pm.

“Let’s see, honey. I’ve got one more seat on a 5:45 tonight but I can’t check you in 
because it’s in under two hours. Can you get here?”

Seriously? I’ll take it. I have no idea how much I paid for it, I just said YES and I 
want to make one of those sweet commercials with Jennifer about why people love 
Southwest Airlines. “Jennifer,” I say, “I love you and I’m grateful and thank you.”



Turns out the 5:45 was originally supposed to take off at 5:10, which is why it 
wasn’t showing up on the SWA app, but it didn’t actually leave until 6:10.

She just laughs. “Get yourself there now, honey. I can reserve this ticket for you 
but you’ll have to check in once you arrive.”

Thank you and thank you and thank you.

I hang up and throw my arms around Sheila, plant a wet kiss on her cheek, and call 
another Uber.

LIYENIS. She’s 4 minutes away in a Nissan Sentra.

Liyenis is Cuban and we talk in Spanish about Yuli Gurriel and how in her country 
they would have just shrugged and said sorry, there’s nothing we can do. I said, 
“That often happens in my country too.” She skirts past standstill traffic on 45 
South through backroads and construction trucks and gets me to Hobby by 4:20. 
She’s calm the whole time and by now my family does not know I’ve gotten a 
flight that will get me there at 9:42pm, 3 minutes before their scheduled arrival due 
to a touch down in San Salvador, El Salvador. I literally saw their plane land just 
after mine.

I breezed through check in, security, and had an hour to drink the best cocktail I’ve 
ever had and eat two tacos at Papas Cantina while I wrote this story about my new 
name for God. A Paloma was my communion, writing this story my holy thanks.

CarlosSheilaDwayneRobertMarquitaJenniferLiyenis.

God is Venezuelan, Mexican, 2 Black Men, a Black Woman, White & Cuban, 
drives a Camry and a Sentra and serves Palomas in the airport. God is all of these 
and many many more colors. God is in all of us, and we are all in God.

I did nothing to deserve this outcome, I am no better nor more “connected” than 
anyone else. Yet it went my way, and it felt like a miracle that it did. I’m aware that 
this was not a life or death situation and happened in the first world, so to speak. So 



was God involved? Yes...and no. God did not dip a finger into the cosmic soup to 
help me personally. But a thousand tiny things said YES within the span of 3 hours. 
The impossible became possible. Am I grateful? HECK YES. It was like hitting a 
game-winning home run in the bottom of the 9th with a 3-2 count. Did this 
experience enlarge me and make me appreciative of the different ways little things 
get entangled and somehow seem as if they were meant to happen this way all 
along? YES. It’s a miracle. People are miracles. The everyday ordinary things we 
do - drive Ubers, stamp passports, click cameras, drive more Ubers, serve drinks - 
they create miracles and they make peoples’ hearts sing.

Thank CarlosSheilaDwayneRobertMarquitaJenniferLiyenis for this.

A Buddhist might call this karma, a Christian calls it grace, an atheist chance, and 
Rene Descartes the mechanistic nature of the universe. Whatever you call it, it says 
to me that there’s a force bending toward connection - it is there among and 
between us. It’s like dark matter to me, or the interstitial space. It keeps us from 
flying apart. It is said that we live and move and have our being in God; that we are 
God-created. The larger I envision God, the more shapeless and infinite, the more 
this actually becomes concrete to me, as miraculous a concept as it is. That God is 
shapeless but also contained in forms (us for example), that God is infinitesimal 
and infinite, that God is not you but not other than you....these are non-dual ideas, 
the only ones both complex and simple enough to contain the possibility of the 
god-mystery.

Someone I don’t know very well, but respect a great deal from afar, pointed me to 
an interview with a spiritual teacher, Jeannie Zandi. She talks about softening our 
beings to this life force, to that which nurtures connection.

BILL RESPONDS:

Speaking of synchronicity, here is a quote from Wendell Berry sent to me just this 
Friday while we were putting the finishing touches on this time today:

“The miraculous is not extraordinary, but the common mode of existence. It is our 
daily bread. Whoever really has considered the lilies of the field or the birds of the 
air, and pondered the improbability of their existence in this warm world within the 



cold and empty stellar distances, will hardly balk at the turning of water into wine 
– which was, after all, a very small miracle. We forget the greater and still 
continuing miracle by which water (with soil and sunlight) is turned into grapes.”

I was still teaching in seminary and working on my doctoral dissertation when a 
bombshell of a book was published. This was in 1963. (This was 56 years ago.) 
The book was “Honest to God” by John A. T. Robinson.

Some of you are old enough to remember the 60’s. Even then, without most of us 
being aware of the discoveries made about the cosmos since then, this forward 
thinking bishop of the Church of England anticipated what was coming. Though I 
had read Paul Tillich before then, I think it was this book by Robinson that really 
invited me to begin to think about God not as an external theistic super natural 
being out there in space but as being itself. Tillich had referred to God as, among 
other things, “the ground of being.” Robinson’s radical suggestion, never seriously 
carried out even by his most ardent supporters, was that we stop using the word 
“god” altogether.

I’ve tried to do this by referring to “Sacred Mystery.” I’m not consistent in this.

The problem with the word God - just think what comes to your mind when I say 
the word “god” - is that it locates god elsewhere. Further, it reenforces the notion 
that the earth is the center of things.

We’ll come back to this in a future time. For now I’ll say that I think the current 
understanding of the cosmos requires us to make a significant shift in our 
understanding of whatever we mean when we use the word “god.” Michael 
Morwood, whom I discovered over the holidays and will talk more about another 
time, suggests that we use the phrase “Divine Presence” - “always here, always and 
everywhere active in an expanding universe and in the evolution of life on this 
planet.”

Holly on PRAYER:

Imagining a larger frame of being for God brought up several questions about 
prayer. If God is not personified,  does not intervene, is not actually a who, but 



more of a this - all of this - does prayer work? Does it matter? What does it look 
like? We are meaning makers. We want to know that what we do and say has 
purpose. I can’t answer what meaning or prayer looks like for each individual, but I 
can say this: What we do matters. The actions of Carlos. Sheila. Dwayne. Robert. 
Marquita. Jennifer. Liyenis—their actions certainly mattered to me. It was no 
superhuman feat. It was no otherworldly phenomenon. It was a collection of 
ordinary events that amounted to an extraordinary outcome. Our stance toward 
other people and this planet matters. Are we guided by fear, skepticism, ego, 
isolation? Or are we lead by gratitude, wonder, curiosity, connection? Sometimes, 
of course, it is both. To me prayer is how I engage with the world, what I do and 
and how I treat people. And, as Bill framed it to me the other day, is my being 
enlarging or reducing myself and others? Everything is connected, and embracing 
light and love is the primary way I can live and move and have my being in the 
cosmos. Bill once shared Thich Nhat Hanh’s prayer before eating:

“Look at the sun, at the farmer, at the rain; at everything that had to be possible to 
make this meal. In this food, I see clearly the entire universe supporting my 
existence.”

It is supporting yours too, all of ours.

BILL ON POLITICS AND RELIGION

I was and was not surprised by the number of comments and questions that had to 
do with politics.
Here are a couple:

“I understand the misguidedness of many so-called Christians. How do I 
diplomatically nudge someone who seems unloving and non-inclusive.”

“Can you address the political use of Christian theology for political means 
throughout history and how the political influenced Christian theology including 
and beyond the influence of nationalism.”

How much time do you have?



The answer is “Yes but not completely today.”

Let’s start with right now.

On Christmas Eve of this past year St. Paul’s had more people attending Christmas 
Eve services than ever in the history of this church. At the four o’clock service the 
sanctuary was packed, the chapel was packed, the other over-flow space that had 
been created was packed and people began to go into the youth center - or they 
went away.

I said to one of the people who was servicing as an usher, and this woman has been 
here for years, “I’ve never seen it like this.” She said to me, “This is a 9/11 
reaction. Remember how after 9/11 the churches were full the next Sunday? That’s 
what’s going on now. People are scared about what is going on in our country.”

Given the nature, intensity and frequency of the comments and questions that came 
from you, this is something I’m going to have to speak to somehow.

I will begin by saying that Jesus, and we want to wrap our lives around the 
teachings of Jesus, was a very political animal. It was not for saying, “Consider the 
lilies of the field” that he was executed. He was executed, not to keep you from 
going to hell, but because in countless ways he said to the power structure of his 
time, “God is God and Caesar is not.”

During the time of Constantine, when what was then the Jesus movement, was 
declared to be the “official religion” of the Roman Empire, a multitude of things 
happened. The diversity that was the movement was eliminated. The most 
powerful group, that in Rome, prevailed. They even began to adopt the outfits and 
organization of the Roman government to organize themselves. Humans were just 
as political then as now and also just as influenced by power and wealth.

And, over time, the religiously powerful got aligned with the politically powerful.

It was with Constantine that the shift occurred to “how to get it right” rather than 
“how to follow Jesus.” If you look at the councils the church has convened over its 
long history the emphasis has been on doctrine and creeds, as well as the fights 



have been, rather than Jesus’ clear teaching on nonviolence, simplicity of lifestyle 
and healing those on the edges.

Today we see absolute and unashamed racism, classism and sexism at the highest 
levels of our government. And there is very little outcry about it. When I read what 
is coming out of the mouths of people who are using God or religion to justify 
prevailing American politics, it is clear that their religion has never really touched 
them or healed them at the unconscious levels where live the hurts and angers and 
fears that are projected out onto others. This is why some can call this a Christian 
nation in spite of our consumer-oriented, proud, warlike, racist, class conscious and 
addictive culture. We have our spiritual work cut out for us.

I’m going to really personify Sacred Mystery now. God is not partisan. If I could 
roll back the clock to as little as six years ago, maybe four, and could have said to 
one of the evangelical leaders, “You know, in six years you will support from your 
pulpits a thrice married liar who brags about sexual assaults,” that would have 
given them a heart attack. Evangelicals were the voice of morality. Remember - 
“the moral majority”? I do not know how nor do I think it is possible to speak 
sense to that mentality. They truly believe that God, an external white guy in the 
sky, is directing this.

Nicholas Kristof had an article in the New York Times in 2017 in which he has an 
imaginary conversation between Jim Bakker, you remember the televangelist who 
was imprisoned for rape and financial fraud, and God. Bakker is now back on the 
air preaching the same stuff. Kristof imagines Bakker saying to God, “God will 
you send your flesh and blood again on earth so we can exalt him?”

God responds, “Her, you mean. I did. She’s a 16-year-old Syrian Muslim girl in 
Arkansas. But ICE just arrested her and deported her to a refugee camp in Turkey.”

How many of you saw the PBS series by Ken Burns on the Viet Nam War? If you 
saw it, you saw the totally blinding power of ideology. I am going to return to this, 
probably next week. I wish we had the perspective on today that we now have on 
that period so that we could see, as we can look back, the web of lies, and always 
about the other, who had to be feared and destroyed and done with such an attitude 
of righteousness.



Here is what I believe: Our basic human problem is resolved in the diversity that is 
Sacred Mystery but we won’t see or experience that if we don’t allow ourselves to 
live and move within that Mystery and, at the same time, allow that Mystery to find 
expression in how we live and move.

Holly on SUFFERING & GRIEF:

Suffering is a fact of life. It often feels unfair when it happens to us and like relief 
when it bypasses us. If any of you read “The Road Less Travelled,” you might 
remember the first line: “Life is difficult. This is a great truth, one of the greatest 
truths...”

To return to Jeannie Zandi for a sec, she talks about really sinking into the 
experience of our grief and suffering in order to open to what is recreated from 
that. Avoiding sinking into it is what causes more pain. Grief can be a creative, life 
giving and even loving force if we invite a sort of “rebirth” from it. She expands on 
this process of rebalancing our softness with our fierceness in an interview called 
“Embodying Yin.” Inviting the light into the dark restores the dark to its nature in 
light. There, right in there, is this little sweet spot where love leads, and this healed 
kind of love is both fierce and soft. For me tending to grief is an act of prayer. In 
his book, “The Wild Edge of Sorrow,” Frances Welles says: “There is some strange 
intimacy between grief and aliveness, some sacred exchange between what seems 
unbearable and what is most exquisitely alive...grief is truly an emotion that arises 
from the soul.” I’ve learned to go inside and retrieve the little and big girl parts of 
me who have been hurt and mother them, if you will. Usually I’m imagining 
myself as my sweeter, older grandma-self when I do this!

Bill on SPIRITUAL PRACTICE

One of my favorite exchanges from the work of Carl Jung is this: He was asked, 
“Will we make it?” His response was, “If enough of us do our own work.”

I have mentioned to you before that we as a culture, and cultures are made up of 
individuals like you and me, are in the grips of four very power shadow arch-types 



that run our culture and that are destroying us. I won’t elaborate on them here but I 
will keep mentioning them.

Patriarchy: White men run the show and there is a rise in the white supremacy 
movement all over the Western world. This certainly affects our inherited 
understanding of God. White, male, removed, and usually violent.

A flawed creation. Something is wrong with you from the get-go.

The need to be dependent: If you want to be safe and saved, you must know and 
play by the rules. All wrapped up in this is the notion that God must be 
compensated in some way if we are to be safe.

Perhaps the worse of our collective shadows is the belief in redemptive violence.

I’m not going to elaborate on these now but they all combine to provide or create 
barriers to our not growing up and to our failing to live our own individual, unique, 
precious lives.

So, I want to make a deal with you. This is my way to begin to get at the questions, 
comments and concerns raised about spiritual practice. I want to invite you to 
purchase a copy of Jim Hollis’ book, “Living An Examined Life.” Every chapter in 
this book can be read in ten to twelve minutes. You can manage that. Read a 
chapter a day. Don’t make any notes. Just read it. When you have finished reading 
it, read it again. This time making notes. By this time you will have found someone 
who is also reading it and the two of you can talk about it. My reading partner for 
this is Matt Russell. Your reading partner can be your spouse, your therapist, your 
spiritual director.

One of the functions of authentic religion is to give people a real inner life. A 
religion that doesn’t do that is missing it’s calling. This is one of the things Jesus 
offered people. The counterintuitive wisdom of Jesus will be forever resisted, 
denied and avoided until we and our lives are in a hopeless condition. Whether we 
realize it or not, we are. I am offering you a specific and concrete way to deal with 
this.



Let me quote from the book a passage that, I think, reveals its relevancy:

“Those who want the ‘good old days,’ who ‘want their country back,’ are really 
wishing (a) that their once-privileged position be ratified and reified and (b) that 
the anxiety of ambiguity be treated with the anodyne of ‘certainty,’ ‘received 
authority,’ and ‘traditional values.’ What is not addressed - indeed what is most 
exploited, in every country, every culture, every religious or political hegemony 
under the onslaught of change - is how much of the blow-back is fueled by human 
psychopathology.”

One of the things we can offer each other and to the world, mostly to ourselves, is 
the gift of an examined life.

Read the book. Please.

I want to end this time today by reading to you some words by Teilhard de 
Chardin.

Blessed be you, harsh matter, barren soil, stubborn rock: you who yield only to 
violence, you who force us to work if we would eat. Blessed be you, perilous 
matter, violent sea, untamable passion: you who unless we fetter you will devour 
us. Blessed be you, mighty matter, irresistible march of evolution, reality ever new-
born; you who by constantly shattering our mental categories, force us to go ever 
further and further in our pursuit of the truth. Blessed be you, universal matter, 
unmeasurable time, boundless ether, triple abyss of stars and atoms and 
generations: you who by overflowing and dissolving our narrow standards of 
measurement reveal to us the dimensions of God.”

No matter where you go this week, no matter what happens, remember this: you 
carry precious cargo. So, watch your step.


